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Jeremy Zag - Courage In Me

                            tom:
                A
Intro: Gbm

         Gbm
It's so dark
        D
Not a star in the sky
         E
With no sound to be heard
      E
And reality blurred
           Gbm
Dreams are gone with a light

       Gbm
Fading out
           D
Till the world's far behind
         E
I can't do this alone
          E
I can't find my way home
           Gbm
With this doubt in my mind

               Gbm
Gotta find the courage in me

To stand up and be
                   Gbm
Braver than I have been before
                  Gbm
Searching for the courage in me
                                Gbm
So I can believe this what I am destined for

                      Gbm
Is this my moment to rise
                    D
Leave the person I was behind
             E
There are storms to calm
        E
Can I face each one
     Gbm
Is it time

                      Gbm
Is this my moment to rise
                   D
I have started to realize
             E

Doubts have held me down
           E
They are fading now
Is it my
         Gbm
Moment to rise

      Gbm
As I stand
        D
With a new path to tread
     E
The hope in my heart
            E                          Gbm
Starts to shake at the thought of what my lie ahead

          Gbm
Should I fight
            D
There's so much I don't know
      E
Do I push through the fears
        E
Till a new world appears
          Gbm
Though I might be alone
                Fm
What goes with darkness
            Db
Is totally different in the light
                Ab
And deep in my heart
                            Eb
I found a way to climb to new heights

                Fm
I will go on regardless
              Db
Of anything standing in my way
              Ab                                   Eb
Harness the power in need for those who need to be saved

Fm
   I won't run, I won't hide
                    Db
I will soar through sky tonight
                Ab
I'm not going down without a fight
             Eb
And now is the time
              Gbm
My moment to rise

Acordes


